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The Gold Within – Feel Us! 
A Live Theatrical Presentation with Q&A  

Life as Myth, Poetry, and Drumming  
 

Conceived and directed by  
Karina Epperlein 

 
Written and performed by 

Brandyn Costa, Darius Simpson, Imani Scruggs,  
Shawntrail Smith, Stacee Starr, Tyler Jones 

 
 

Bios of the Film’s Protagonists  
 

Brandyn Costa is studying Political Science at the University of 
Akron, and spent the spring semester of his junior year abroad as 
an intern for the Legislative Assembly of Ontario in Toronto. He 
now serves as a student ambassador for Akron, and a board 
member for Alchemy. 

 “I must do something which helps people.” 

 

Stacee Starr is studying Communications with a concentration in 
organizational communication at Kent State University. He 
currently stands as student advisor for "Epic", a campus 
organization focused on breaking down social, political, and 
cultural barriers through artistic expression. 

 “Through consistency we find peace.” 

 

Darius Simpson is a young poet and activist that studies Political 
Science and is President of the Poetry Society at Eastern 
Michigan University. His team just won third place at the national 
competition of the 2015 CUPSI (College Unions Poetry Slam 
Invitational). 

“My dream is to change the world, for my words to be heard around      
        the world, to change the world, period.” 
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Imani Scruggs is studying Psychology at Case Western Reserve 
University, and spent the spring semester of his junior year 
abroad in Barcelona. He is currently working on his master's 
degree in social work at Case Western Reserve, and also serves as 
Vice President and Social Event Chair for The Brotherhood and 
the Black Student Association respectively.   

 

Tyler Jones was awarded an athletic scholarship at Tiffin 
University, where he finished #5 on the all-time reception 
list.  Along with obtaining his Bachelor’s degree in Business at the 
age of 20, he is currently enrolled in his last semester of his 
Masters program in Criminal Justice Homeland Security and 
planning to graduate in May 2015. 

 

Shawntrail Smith is studying and playing basketball at the 
University of Akron Wayne College. 

 

 

 

 

Bio of filmmaker 

Karina Epperlein’s films have consistently looked into society’s 
dark corners, finding the light, and addressing themes of 
justice, transformation and healing. Her award-winning 
documentary work of twenty-two years spans themes from 
women in prison (Voices from Inside, 1996), the Armenian 
genocide, to dance and disability. Her short film Phoenix Dance 
(2006) screened in more than 120 festivals and theatres all 
over the world. It was “short-listed” for the 2006 Oscar 
Nomination for Short Documentary, and won numerous awards, 
including a Golden Gate Award from the San Francisco Int’l 
Film Festival. Finding the Gold Within is her tenth film. 
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Story of how the Performance came about 

The presentation The Gold Within – Feel Us! can be scheduled as a separate evening 
or afternoon event from the screenings of Karina Epperlein’s feature-length 
documentary Finding the Gold Within.  
 
 “It was a wild idea by me the filmmaker. I had been so inspired by the young men 
and their capacity to feel and think deeply, I started to envision that perhaps 
audiences would like to meet the protagonists in person, beyond the Q&As after 
the film screenings. This would give them another platform to express and share 
who they really are, and engage in dialogues with audiences.” (Karina Epperlein had 
been a theatre director, actor, writer, and solo performer in the first half of her life.) 
 
The Gold Within – Feel Us!  was developed over the past two and half years. While 
still filming in 2012, Karina asked each protagonist to write his life as a 
mythological story, in whatever form they liked. This task - with deadlines they had 
to meet over the course of 6 months - would earn them a flight to San Francisco for 
more filming, sightseeing and a public performance at the end of that glorious 
week.  “Since then the performance has been in constant flux. The young men are 
literally the writers of their own stories: they have been rewriting as their lives are 
evolving. So we keep rehearsing and perfecting, we are a smooth team by now.” 
 
The performance starts with drumming welcoming the audience, and ends with the 
communal heartbeat of the drumming. Sometimes we screen film clips from the 
documentary Finding the Gold Within, and/or a gospel choir might present songs. 
The dialogue with the audience is crucial and a highlight. 
 
The Gold Within – Feel Us!  has also been presented at: --Berkeley Fellowship of 
Universalists and Unitarians, in Berkeley, California, May 2013;  --as Fundraiser 
event for Alchemy, in Akron, Ohio, December 2013;  --First Missionary Baptist 
Church in Marin City, California, October 2014, co-presented by the Mill Valley Film 
Festival;  --Heights Christian Church in Shaker Heights, Ohio, co-presented by the 
Cleveland International Film Festival.  
 

 

For more information and bookings please contact:  
Karina Epperlein 

510-559-8892 
karina@karinafilms.us 

 

Karinafilms - Tel/Fax (510) 559-8892 - karina@karinafilms.us - goldthefilm.com - karinafilms.us 


